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Ethics & Compliance Program Maturity Index

The Program Maturity Index can be used in a number of ways:

 › Benchmark practices at headquarters, across 
groups, or with third parties

 › Monitor ethics and compliance programs in an 
efficient way between full program assessments

 › Assess business units, acquisition targets, 
third parties, and partners

 › Test key program elements in high-risk areas 
or to check effectiveness

Measure your program against an unparalleled data set of
the best practices of leading companies around the world.

Learn how individual program 
elements compare to data 

from global companies and get 
question-by-question insights.
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BENCHMARK AGAINST THE BEST

Address top program elements
with expert-curated questions
that align to actual program
maturity and practices, and

focus on key elements defined
by experts and guidelines.

FOCUS ON FACTS

User-Check CHART-LINE

Gain tailored feedback and 
recommendations supported by 
real-life examples, data-based 

observations, research, and 
articles.

IMPROVE IMMEDIATELY



Ethisphere brings together leading global 
companies to define and promote best 
practices for ethics and compliance; and 
helps to advance business performance 
through data-driven assessments, 
benchmarking, and guidance.

Learn More: Email info@ethisphere.com 
to request a demo of Ethisphere’s Ethics & 
Compliance Program Maturity Index.

www.ethisphere.com

Join our community of global companies collaborating around best practices.

VISIT bela.ethisphere.com

Key Benefits

 › Select Questions Vetted by Experts over the past decade, 
with input from leading practicioners and corporate ethics 
teams

 › Tailored Observations & Data yield contextual insights 
grounded in Ethisphere’s extensive data and expertise

 › Recommendations to help your organization prioritize 
compliance program improvements

 › Benchmarking against data from the leading companies 
around the world

 › Resources, examples, and work product from leading 
companies to address gaps and guide improvements.

Developed over the course of a decade, the Program Maturity Index addresses the most important areas as 
determined by Ethisphere’s experts, research and input from senior compliance leaders:
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Resources, Structure, 
and Oversight 

Training and 
Communications 

Monitoring, Auditing, 
and Risk Assessment 

Addresses Top Program Elements


